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one of the things I've seen
that's real annoying is when a
new user posts an obviously-n
ot-a-question-at-all-it's-a-
response-to-someone else's
question and we delete it. This
doesn't happen to frequently
but it does happen. When it
happens, sometimes the new
user tries to post something
related to the (question is
deleted) response again and
another moderator deletes it.
What should we do here?
Should a new user be able to
post a response to someone
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else's question even if it's not
a question-reply (is this the
kind of thing that can be
answerered)? Is it acceptable
to post a response to someone
else's question? Should we re-
open the question if someone
else replies to it? A: With
regards to the scenario you
describe, this can be a strange
and complicated situation. I've
seen it happen where a user
asked a question, then
received a response, then
when they were about to
answer, the first user deleted
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the question. Then, the second
user came back and tried to
answer, and the second user
deleted the answer. I've also
seen the second user delete
the post again, because the
first user had said something
on that answer that he didn't
like, and the second user was
trying to leave space for that
information without hitting
"submit". Generally, I would
say that it's not okay for one
user to answer a question that
has been deleted by their
previous question. First of all,
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it makes a very confusing
experience for anyone who
was following that question,
and it gives people that
answer a reason not to post
follow up questions. It's also
possible that the user is trying
to incorporate the previous
question into the new one, so
they may not realize that they
have to delete the answer
before
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destructing art project By Tony
Phifer Self-destructing art can
be the result of human futility.

American artist Michael
Heizer, in his awe-inspiring
and often-incomprehensible

landscape works, creates
landforms that literally shred
themselves away when they
are tired of holding up the

cityscape. An example of this
might be the Storm series of

sculptures, a series of
landforms that are gradually
carved out by the water until

they’re worn away, their
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surfaces revealing the ever-
developing land underneath.
Or, as the Goodies would say,
an example might be a self-
destructing piece. You can
easily make your own self-

destructing piece of art using
waterproof liquid-safe acrylic

paint and a drill. Can you
envision a seaside landscape
that was a self-destructing
architectural work? Or one

that began breaking down and
disappearing as soon as it was

finished? How about a work
that slowly faded away as
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each day passed? These are
all just a few of the types of

self-destructing art that can be
made. Of course, there are
several possible methods to
achieve this look. As we’re

seeing with so much of our art
going digital, a graphic tablet
and the Adobe software suite
can help make digital art that
can self-destruct. This is an
impressive feature. And, of

course, it’s going to take some
serious chops and talent to
make something that looks

like a bona fide, physical self-
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destructing piece of art. As we
develop our technical abilities,

we find ourselves heading
towards the outdoors as we
become more comfortable
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